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1. a  EVENT INFORMATION 

➢ Date of Event: 2022 July 19-20

➢ Venue: 
Turkey – Royal Bilgic Hotel, in Kirklareli ”Happy People City”

➢ The CheonBo Workshop was part of the 
”A New Spring Has Come” – Middle East Region, 4-day Workshop
18-22 July 2022
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Turkey - oyal Bilgic Hotel, in irklareli "Happy People Ci y" 

The Cheon Bo Workshop was part of the 
"A ew Spring Has Come" - Middle East Region, 4-day Workshop 
18-22 uly 2022 



1.b EVENT INFORMATION 

➢ Total Number of Participants: 81

➢ Number of Nations Represented: 12

Iran, Lebanon, Jordan, Israel, Ukraine, 
Bulgaria, United Kingdom, Turkey, France, 
Hungary,  Austria, Albania

➢ Number of CheonBo staff: 3

, Total umber of Par icipants· 81 

, umber of a ions Represented 12 

Iran, Lebanon, Jordan, Israel, Ukraine, 

Bulgaria, United Kingdom, Turkey, France, 

HungarY, Austria, Albania 

umber of CheonBo staff: 3 



2. CHEONBO WORKSHOP SCHEDULE

July 18th, Monday
❖Set up temporally the Cheonshim Won 

Prayer room by Rev. Umberto Angelucci

July 19th, Tuesday 

❖Preparatory Song & Opening Declaration

❖Kyeongbae & Family Pledge

❖Report to Heaven

❖The Grace of Chanyang Yeoksa – Lecture 

❖Chanyang Yeoksa Session – VOD 

❖Prayer in Cheonshim Won Prayer room 

❖The Grace of CheonBo Providence – Lecture 

July 20th, Wednesday 

❖The Reality of the Spirit World – Lecture / HDH 

❖HJ Today – VIDEO 

❖The Grace of Hyojeong Offering Paper – Lecture 

❖Chanyang Yeoksa Session – VOD 

❖Prayer in Cheonshim Won Prayer room

❖Ancestor Liberation and Blessing – Lecture 

❖Discussion in Teams 

July 18th, Monday July 20th, Wednesday 

July 19th, Tuesday 



The CheonBo EUME Branch Staff came to support 
the Brothers and Sisters in the Middle East Region 



July 18th, Set up temporally the Cheonshim Won Prayer room 
by Rev. Umberto Angelucci, Sub-Regional Director of the Middle East 



The Grace of Chanyang Yeoksa – Lecture



Chanyang Yeoksa – 1st session  



The Grace of CheonBo Providence – Lecture

The Grace of CheonBo Providence 
in True Parents' Direct Dominion 

HJ CHEONWON 
- CREATING A MODEL ENVIRONMENT-

"God Is invisible, yet I must be able to attend Him as the True Parent even better than I would 
attend anyone visible to my physical eyes. I have a responsibi lity to follow the way of light amid the 
light, to remove the darkness, and to reach the position where I can liberate all people from the 
realm of hell. I must erase Satan's footprints and even his shadow from the realms of the spirit 
world. When I have c;ompleted my portion of responsibility, God should be able to say, "This is My , 
world, My heaven and My earth." 

Sun Myung Moon, CBG, 1.2.4.23. 



The Reality of the Spirit World – HDH  

THE WORK OF GOOD SPIRITS AND EVIL SPIRITS 

"The problem here, however, is that evi l 
spirits are dominating the body. Evil spirits 
are rooted in my body, and good spirits are 
rooted in my mind. This way the division of 
materialism and idealism comes. As the 
time comes, sinners should confess their 
sins. Unity among people on earth is 
influenced by the confrontation of good 
and evil spirits. Good and evil spirits are 
fighting on the worldwide level, although 
we do not feel that we are a part of it." 

Sun Myung Moon; ,. 
Earthly Life and Spirit World-II, pg. 155. 

THE WORK OF GOOD SPIRITS AND EVIL SPIRITS 

Influence of Good or Evil Spirits ;:.I". 
Evil Spirits Good S irits 

• Selfishness • Unselfishness 

• Guilt • Peace 

• Conflict • Harmony 

"It may be difficult for someone who 

does not know the Principle to discern 
the works of spirits, but eventually, 
often belatedly, he will recognize the 
nature of the spirits by the fruits they 
bear." 

Exposition of The Divine Principle 2.2.4.4. 



Listening to the words of True Mother,  
Watching the Hyojeong Today



Watching the Hyojeong Today



The Grace of Hyojeong Offering Papers – LectureThe Grace of Hyojeong Offering Papers - Lecture 
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Chanyang Yeoksa – 2nd session  



Cheonshim Won Prayer room



Ancestor Liberation and Blessing – Lecture

True Parents are the owners of the Blessing 
''Ancestor Liberation requires seven 
generations for each ceremony. 
By separating each of the 
seven generations, the evil bloodline 
is severed and changed to one of 
good. This work can be done only by 
the Messiah, True Parents. " 

True Mother, Aug 8, 2014, 
1230th Cheongpyeong Special Workshop 

TESTIMONY 

"Today I attended the liberation and Blessing of ancestors as 
representative. I truly felt humbled and sorry, for I am not enough 
and prayed that the ancestors of the brothers and sisters that are 
doing the liberation and ancestors would come and receive the Holy 
Wine. At the moment of holding up the Holy Wine, inviting the 
ancestors, all of a sudden I felt surrounded by many. As they were 
taking the Holy Wine, they said thank you and expressed how 
grateful they were. Such a warm and deep heartfelt 
atmosphere filled the roof. Thank you Heavenly Parents, 
True Parents for giving such deep Grace." 

Mrs. Maria Evi Dumas, 63, 2021 June 12th CB VOD Event, Paris, France 
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”A New Spring Has Come” 
Group photo
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Mr. Mehmet Siyam Kesimoglu - Mayor of Kirklareli
came to greet the Workshop Participants 



Mr. Mehmet Siyam Kesimoglu - Mayor of Kirklareli
came to greet the Workshop Participants 
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The Branch Staff had a chance to participate as 
part of the 4-day WS in the following events: 

Attending Rev. Umberto Angelucci while he visited 
Mr. Mehmet Siyam Kesimoglu – the Mayor of Kirklareli

Attending Rev. Umberto Angelucci while he visited 
Mr. Mehmet Siyam Kesimoglu - the Mayor of Kirklareli 



The Branch Staff had a chance to participate as 
part of the 4-day WS in the following events: 

Education Sessions for the Youth 

The Branch Staff had a chance to partici 
part of the 4-da 

Education Sessions for the Youth 



The Branch Staff had a chance to participate as 
part of the 4-day WS in the following events: 

Commemoration of True Father’s 10th Seonghwa Anniversary 
in the Middle East Region 

The Branch s.taff had a chance to· partici 
part of th•e 4-da 

Commemoration of Father's 10th Seonghwa Anniversary 
in the Middle East Region 



The Branch Staff had a chance to participate as 
part of the 4-day WS in the following events: 

PEACE ROAD 2022

The Branch s.taff had a chance to· partici 
part of th•e 4-da 

PEACE ROAD 2022 



Moments



7. a TESTIMONIES

Haruto Morita Female, CheonBo Special Workshop, Kirklareli, Tukey 2022. July 19-20

The lectures were so inspiring and included so much deep content. I realized I didn’t

know so many things about the CheonBo Providence, especially the internal part.

Listening and reading True Father’s words, I was amazed at how True Father had a clear

vision for CheongPyeong. After the lectures, the Chanyang Yeoksa sessions were

so strong for me. I could feel my body becoming lighter and lighter. At the same time,

some evil power came to disturb me and distract my focus. After the sessions, I felt so

liberated. I would like to offer HJ Offering paper with my daughters. I learned a lot from

Mr. Tibor Krebsz’s testimony. I am so grateful that the CheonBo Team gave us such

a great time and brought True Father’s atmosphere. This morning I dreamed about True

Father, he encouraged me for giving my lecture. Thank you so much for letting me empty

myself through Chanyang Yeoksa, then I could meet True Father.

liberated. 

After the lectures, the Chanyang Yeoksa sessions were 

so strong for me. I could fee/ my body becoming lighter and lighter. 

After the sessions, I felt so 

I am so grateful that the CheonBo Team gave us such 

a great time and brought True Father's atmosphere. 

Thank you so much for letting me empty 

myself through Chanyang Yeoksa, then I could meet True Father. 



7. b TESTIMONIES

Mirei Morita Female, 2nd gen. CheonBo Special Workshop, Kirklareli, Tukey 2022.

July 19-20

Dear True Mother, I hope you are well, I hope you are eating and sleeping well. I’m

sorry I can’t tell all the details, but currently I’m attending a workshop in Turkey

with my mother and sister. In such a short time I was able to experience so much,

but this is thanks to all my brothers and sisters who prepared me for the workshop

and thanks to all the support from the staff team, participants and the spiritual

world.

For my 19th birthday I decided to challenge myself with one thing every day, learn

and experience new things, develop more skills and so on. Since I decided to do so,

I’ve been granted with workshops and programs, I’m sure this is the work of

Heavenly Parent.

I had joined CheonBo events before, but never felt something spiritual in me, but

this time I was able to feel both evil spirits and my ancestors. The spirit world works

and fights so much for me. Therefore, I am very motivated to live hard for Heavenly

Parent, for you, for my brothers and sisters around the world and help united

everyone. I hope to write to you more.

Dear True Mother, I hope you are well, I hope you are eating and sleeping well. 

For my 19th birthday I decided to challenge myself with one thing every day, learn 
and experience new things, develop more skills and so on. Since I decided to do so, 
I've been granted with workshops and programs, I'm sure this is the work of 
Heavenly Parent. 

this time I was able to feel both evil spirits and my ancestors. The spirit world works 
and fights so much for me. Therefore, I am very motivated to live hard for Heavenly 
Parent, for you, for my brothers and sisters around the world and help united 
everyone. 



7. c TESTIMONIES

Anyonymous from Iran, Female, CheonBo Special Workshop, Kirklareli, Tukey

2022 July 19-20

Beloved True Mother! I’m so happy I found my true family after years of

seeking. Here in 2022 Turkey Workshop, after the Chanyang Yeoksa session,

when I was looking at the picture of you, standing in front of you, I realized that

it’s not just a picture. It’s like you’re actually here smiling at me, approving and

being satisfied and it made me feel so good. Your laughter beside our Father

Moon melts a human heart, how can a human being, who suffers so much and

still smile? I can’t thank you enough. For all of your efforts that we never know

about, thank you so much. Deeply and sincerely hoping you will be with us for

many years and that we received the blessing of marriage from your blessed

hands. I love you.

Beloved True Mother! I'm so happy I found my true family after years of 
seeking. after the Chanyang Yeoksa session, 
when I was looking at the picture of you, standing in front of you, I realized that 
it's not just a picture. It's like you're actually here smiling at me 

Your laughter beside our Father 
Moon melts a human heart, how can a human being, who suffers so much and 
still smile? I can't thank you enough. 



7. d TESTIMONIES

Anyonymous from Iran, Male, CheonBo Special Workshop, Kirklareli, Tukey 2022.

July 19-20

First, I have a deep gratitude for our lovely True Mother whom gave us this

opportunity to have CheonBo Events in the Middle-East as live program and online.

Each time that I attend these CheonBo events, it’s clear for me how much I become

free from fallen natures and bad feelings, better and better. First time, along the

CheonBo EUME Branch in 2019, a great miracle happened for me; my frozen heart

was reborn after many years, I became able to give love to others.

Each time by Chanyang Yeoksa session spirits that are taken out of me, my internal

and external life become better and better, everything becomes clearer to me.

I experienced a lot of spiritual protection, this time especially, I feel that I got rid of

all the negative thoughts. I received many inspirations such as “All of us are One,

and this One is Heavenly Parent.

Each time that I attend these Cheon Bo events, it's clear for me how much I become 
free from fallen natures and bad feelings, better and better. First time, along the 
CheonBo EUME Branch in 2019, a great miracle happened for me; my frozen heart 
was reborn after many years, I became able to give love to others. 



7. e TESTIMONIES

Sarah Ahmed from Sudan, Female, 2nd gen. CheonBo Special Workshop,

Kirklareli, Tukey 2022 July 19-20

Attending the CheonBo event in the Blessed family Workshop of the Middle

East was a great experience. Every time I attended a CheonBo event, I received

a different inspiration and have a new experience. This time I didn’t get a

spiritual experience of seeing something, but I felt so light in my head. I felt

that my spirit was clean and that I was very light. I realize that this is because

of all the evil spirits that were removed from my body. I am truly grateful to

Heavenly Parent and True Parents for allowing us to have such experience.

I felt 
that my spirit was clean and that I was very light. I realize that this is because 
of all the evil spirits that were removed from my body. I am truly grateful to 
Heavenly Parent and True Parents for allowing us to have such experience. 



7. f TESTIMONIES

Anonymous from Iran, Female, CheonBo Special Workshop, Kirklareli, Tukey

2022 July 19-20

The Spirit World really exists but me just ignored it because we can’t see it with

our own physical senses. Mr. Tibor Krebsz gave us clear explanation about the

spirit world. I learned that the spirit world is part of our daily life for preparing us

to go to the spirit world. I did not take seriously that writing Hyojeong Offering

Paper is helping to purify our hearts and therefore when the heart is pure, we

get closer to God. Ancestor liberation and blessing can really change our family’s

destiny. The liberated and blessed ancestors really like to live with us in our daily

life. If we want and ask them to do something, like to help us or taking care of

our kids when we are a way from them. Or ask them to help our children when

they have exam period. Let them involve if there are problems bothering us.

Thank you very much!

. I learned that the spirit world is part of our daily life for preparing us 
to go to the spirit world. I did not take seriously that writing Hyojeong Offering 
Paper is helping to purify our hearts and therefore when the heart is pure, we 
get closer to God. Ancestor liberation and blessing can really change our family's 
destiny. 



7. g TESTIMONIES (continues on the next slide)

Anonymous from Iran, Female, CheonBo Special Workshop, Kirklareli, Tukey 2022

July 19-20

At first time when I participated in the Chanyang Yeoksa session, I did not feel much. The

second, third and fourth times were very good experiences for me. I could completely feel

the spirits leaving my body. Sometimes they went out of my body along with a lot of heat,

and at the same time I felt severe cold in my whole body, especially in the top of my head.

Sometimes I felt how they were pulled out. In the second time of my Chanyang Yeoksa, I felt

the presence of spirits to such an extent that my whole body was frozen. I was crying and

begging that please come out of me and move towards the light. I cried a lot and told the

spirits that were trapped inside me that I know you want to be freed, you don’t know the

way, you are afraid. Only the first step is difficult, and then the light is waiting for you. And I

could feel their departure completely, sometimes with satisfaction and sometimes with

struggle. In the third occation of my Chanyang Yeoksa experience, I felt the presence of

many spirits around me and I felt very good. Again, I felt the departure of spirits. Sometimes

my body froze so much that I need to open my eyes. I had a good time at the Chanyang

Yeoksa of the workshop in Turkey as well, it was my sixth ansu. Pleasant and delightful, it

was not a struggle. A few times I felt a slow release but it was not hard and full of heat or

extreme cold like the previous times.

At first time when I participated in the Chanyang Yeoksa session, I did not feel much. The 
second, third and fourth times were very good experiences for me. I could completely feel 
the spirits leaving my body. 

Sometimes I felt how they were pulled out. I felt 
the presence of spirits to such an extent that my whole body was frozen. 

I cried a lot and told the 
spirits that were trapped inside me that I know you want to be freed, you don't know the 
way, you are afraid. Only the first step is difficult, and then the light is waiting for you And I 
could feel their departure completely, sometimes with satisfaction and sometimes with 
struggle. 

. I had a good time at the Chanyang 
Yeoksa of the workshop in Turkey as well, it was my sixth ansu. Pleasant and delightful, 



continues from the previous slide

During Rev. Tibor Krebsz’s lectures, when he talked about Heung Jin Nim, I cried without

knowing why. It was like as if Heung Jin Nim was hearing through my ears, and I felt amazed by

his presence. Sometimes after hearing the amount of his attendance to his parents, True

Parents, I could not control my tears. I was saying to myself, how much can you attend to

someone? How much can you give of yourself without taking?

I went to the prayer room yesterday evening, I was alone. I had a strange feeling. I felt the

presence of many spirits in the room. I don’t know if it was due to the large number of them or

the presence of high-ranking spirits, but I was suddenly afraid. I opened the door of the room,

but I was still afraid. I told myself that if you let fear control you, you won’t be able to become a

child of Heavenly Parent. I sat on the ground and started praying. As soon as I sat down, I felt

someone put both hands on my shoulders from behind. It was a strange feeling. Again, I was

afraid and felt an inner cold. I continued to pray and cry and still felt the strong presence of

spirits. Until other people entered the prayer room and that spirit disappeared.

when he talked about Heung Jin Nim, I cried without 

knowing why. It was like as if Heung Jin Nim was hearing through my ears, and I felt amazed by 

his presence. Sometimes after hearing the amount of his attendance to his parents, True 

Parents, I could not control my tears. I was saying to myself, how much can you attend to 

someone? How much can you give of yourself without taking? 

I went to the prayer room yesterday evening, I was alone. 

I was suddenly afraid . 

. I told myself that if you let fear control you, you won't be able to become a 

child of Heavenly Parent. 



Trllank yau beloved 
True Parents! 


